
KOHLER Karing Integrated Toilet Offers Smart Technology and
Subtle Design

 Integrating  technology  into  the  bathroom  and  utilizing  bidets  for  personal  hygiene  has  been

commonplace in Europe and other global markets for years, and in recent years, it has been a point of

discussion among affluent and globally-minded Indian. consumers. As a result, the concept of bidets and

smart toilets has taken a more prominent role in the home space. Kohler expands upon its integrated toilet

offering with the Karing integrated one-piece toilet that utilizes a tankless design with integrated bidet

functionality.

Karing features soft curves and simple lines for an aesthetic that fits within a variety of bathroom

décor.  Its  oval  shape  offers a  clean design  both  visually  and physically  with  its  innovative tankless

construction.  The  result  is  a  functional  product  which  provides  tremendous  performance  yet  offers

unexpected beauty by challenging common perceptions of how the traditional American toilet should

look.

Features of the Karing Integrated Toilet

 Intuitive  touch  screen  remote –  program  and  control  personal

settings for up to two users

 Personalized settings – control and set heated seat, dryer and water

temperatures for maximum comfort

 Water-conserving flush – Power Lite technology offers a powerful 1.28-gallon flush that makes

Karing a WaterSense-certified toilet

 Integrated bidet –self-cleaning wand, precision air dryer and deodorizing filter all in one

 Intuitive function – motion-activated, hands-free opening and closing cover

 Nightlight – LED lights illuminate the bowl for added convenience in dark spaces

 Deodorizing system – carbon filter neutralizes odors for up to a year

About Kohler Co.

Founded in 1873 and headquartered in  Kohler,  Wisconsin,  Kohler  Co. is  one of  America’s  oldest  and

largest  privately held companies comprised  of  more  than 30,000 associates.  With more  than 50 manufacturing

locations worldwide, Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of kitchen and bath products; engines and power

http://www.kohler.com/


systems; premier furniture, cabinetry and tile; and owner/operator of two of the world’s finest five-star hospitality

and golf resort destinations in Kohler, and St Andrews, Scotland. 


